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Virtualizing a MxFE Reference Design 

  

 

Analog Devices, Inc., based in Wilmington, Massachusetts, is a long-time industry leader in analog 

signal-processing semiconductor technology. As radio frequency (RF) systems continue shifting toward 

digital technology, Analog Devices (ADI) is incorporating more high-frequency mixed-signal elements in 

its chip designs. 

A key piece of ADI's portfolio is the MxFE™ Platform, mixed-signal front ends designed for direct RF 

sampling, up/down conversion, and filtering. MxFE targets applications in the communications, aerospace 

and defense, and test and measurement industries. Uses include software-defined radios, phased array 

transmitters and receivers, and wideband instrumentation.  

MxFE offers higher front-end integration, helping reduce RF system SWaP (size, weight, and power). Still, 

applying MxFE chips plus other RF chips in the signal chain can be challenging with wider bandwidths 

and tighter specifications for crucial metrics like error vector magnitude (EVM) and adjacent channel 

power ratio (ACPR). 
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Members of a system integration team at ADI are using Keysight PathWave System Design to create and 

share a 2-24 GHz RF transmit and receive MxFE front-end reference design. Using modeling and 

simulation, ADI’s customers can start with this reference design, explore and tune parameters, then 

customize, optimize, and test their design virtually with confidence, cutting risk and time out of their 

design cycle. 

 

Challenge: Capturing and Optimizing Complex  
Mixed-Signal Chains 

Often, the only help customers have when integrating a part is the manufacturer's published data sheet, 

maybe some application notes, and, ideally, access to a field applications engineer with the right 

experience. But this practice is inefficient and inadequate for a complex part. Different application 

contexts using the exact same part can produce wildly different and unpredictable results. In RF systems, 

real-world effects can show up and ruin hardware prototypes – unless simulation has enough fidelity to 

spot and fix those problems before committing to hardware. 

Design for context is gaining momentum for RF systems, enabled by high-fidelity modeling and multi-

domain electromagnetic (EM) simulation tools that capture and optimize complex performance details 

under real-world virtual conditions. Imagine a designer with access to parameterized models created by a 

part manufacturer, a third party, or internally. With those models, they can make their customized design, 

then run simulations under conditions they expect in the field. 

"The idea for this MxFE reference design came from our internal application expertise and talking to 

customers about specifications and functionality," says David Brown, Systems Integration Engineer in 

ADI's Aerospace and Defense organization. "We were using a basic cascade analysis tool, ADISimRF, 

doing a spot check at just a few frequencies to see if something worked.” ADISimRF is ADI’s free tool for 

gain, power, and frequency sweeps and level planning using measurement-based models of ADI parts. 

As shown in Figure 1, it gives a first look as a stepping stone to higher-level simulation tools. 
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Figure 1. ADISimRF performs a simplified cascade analysis of an RF signal chain 

Brad Hall, Senior Manager for Systems Integration Engineering at ADI, knew from experience the 

analysis challenge wideband mixed-signal systems present. In previous roles before joining ADI, Hall 

created many RF performance calculator spreadsheets for frequency planning and spurious signal 

analysis. Hall and Brown went to work expanding the strategy with multiple spreadsheets for various ADI 

parts and signal chain configurations. 

Results from these spreadsheets are accurate, but not comprehensive because analysis with only a few 

frequency points is less dependable as operating bandwidth increases – issues can crop up at any point 

along the bandwidth. Combining spreadsheets to cascade new signal chains also is a challenge, as is 

juggling different versions of multiple spreadsheets.  

In applying these spreadsheets, the focus tends to be more on getting to a working configuration and 

looking at specific points of interest, with less time spent exploring and fully optimizing a configuration. 

They take out some risk, but not enough to shift the bulk of design activity away from a physical 

prototype, leaving teams open to setbacks when re-spins become necessary to correct problems. 
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Solution: Enhanced Modeling and Broadband,  
Multi-Domain EM Simulation 

When it came time to create an RF front-end system reference design for MxFE parts, Hall and Brown saw 

an opportunity. ADI teams were already working with measurement-based, component-level Sys-

Parameter models for many of their RF components, such as power amplifiers and mixers. "We started 

getting the feeling that a lot of our customers, system architects and systems engineers, were using our 

Sys-Parameter models with Keysight PathWave RF Synthesis or PathWave System Design," says Brown.  

System-level modeling and simulation would provide much more information about a reference design 

and give ADI teams a chance to align with customers by exchanging modeling and simulation results. 

Frequency sweeps can span the entire operating bandwidth, while multi-domain EM simulation uncovers 

complex interactions between components. Using Keysight licenses already in-house at ADI, Hall and 

Brown began transitioning reference design efforts to Keysight PathWave System Design. 

"Consistent performance across a 2-24 GHz range was a hurdle we had to clear," says Brown. "First, we 

had to settle on an overall architecture, with frequency planning and accounting for all available paths and 

states in the signal chain." Expanding the signal chains in Figure 2 reveals their complexity. 

 

Figure 2. The receiver and transmitter signal chains in the 2-24 GHz MxFE front-end reference design 

And there's another layer. Each component in the signal chain has a complex, multi-dimensional S-

parameter model defining its behavior. Beyond that complexity, there are a lot of timing and control 

"knobs" to turn to adjust the performance of each analog signal chain before the signal reaches the MxFE 

digitizer. These fall into three categories, shown below in Figure 3 for the receiver signal chain: 

• Digital step attenuators provide fine-resolution gain control 

• Tunable filter blocks each contain banks of selectable high-pass and low-pass filters 

• RF switches select various signal path modes, like enabling amplifiers or bypassing filters 
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Figure 3. Mixed-signal timing and control elements in the receiver signal chain  

"We had to deal with details – attenuator values and filtering, enabled or bypassed elements, blocker 

signals that might be present, and more," says Brown. A good example: the ADI ADMV8818 tunable filter 

can store up to 128 filter states for its state machine controlling preset filter configurations. Managing the 

signal chain includes accounting for the time required to configure components and allow RF signals to 

settle, an important consideration given the MxFE digital sampling window. 

ADI's solution: a system-level automatic gain control (AGC) lookup table with inputs for every element 

with a variable state or gain. "Handling all the data, then calling it up and configuring it during frequency 

sweeps was pretty tricky," Brown adds. Equation-based frequency plans in MATLAB® integrate directly 

with PathWave System Design. A basic board-level interconnect model approximates the frequency-

dependent interconnect trace loss between components, easily cut and pasted into the PathWave 

System Design system model as needed. 

Keysight customer success teams helped ADI create a streamlined, reusable tunable filter model, 

simplifying the workspace and speeding up simulations. Keysight also brought ADI requests into the 

PathWave System Design roadmap, such as changes to Python MDIF interpreter capabilities.  
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Results: Flatter Frequency Response and a  
Ready-for-Design Workspace 

This project exhibits both technical and business outcomes. On the technical side, the reference design 

simulations achieve a flatter frequency response across the entire bandwidth, shown in Figure 4, using 

the gain leveling strategy described in managing the complex signal chain. 

 

 

Figure 4. Simulated receiver and transmitter performance of the 2-24 GHz MxFE front-end reference design 

A flatter front-end gain response reduces variation in modulation constellation points, translating to lower 

EVM results at the system level. The improved noise floor helps get the most performance out of the 

MxFE's direct RF sampling analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters. 

"We've had our simulation running for a while and received our hardware to take physical measurements 

only recently," observes Brown. "Our component models are measurement-based to start with, and we 

can see some spots where our interconnect models might improve, but overall our physical system 

measurement results are very close to our simulations." 

While working on other projects, a two-person team developed a complex MxFE front-end reference 

design without hardware re-spins, cutting weeks out of the process, and learned more about its 

performance using simulation. Usually, such a reference design would be published as an application 

note for use by field application engineers and customers. ADI is now bringing this reference design to 

tradeshows to continue dialog with customers.  
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A more significant change is happening with the ready-for-design workspace, which ADI shares with 

customers via an approved email request. "One of the main goals of this project has been helping our 

customers, enabling them to move as quickly as possible," says Hall. "A full-up workspace in Keysight 

PathWave System Design with our Sys-Parameters models speeds everything up." Brown finished this 

thought, "It's a step beyond anything we've seen out there for RF system reference designs." 

 

Looking Ahead: Estimating Major Project Savings 

Every RF system design is different, as is its context. Hall wraps up with an intriguing thought, "An 'early 

look' at an RF front end certainly de-risks development of complex designs. Our customers tell us that 

having a front-end design for MxFE ready-made for exploration and tuning to exact specifications can 

save a lot of time, six months, possibly a year, or even more." Reusing work done in MATLAB, directly 

integrated with PathWave System Design, is key to those savings. 

ADI continues extending the workspace for the MxFE front-end reference design. In the future, Hall and 

Brown anticipate looking at better ways to model mixed-signal elements, including analog-to-digital and 

digital-to-analog converters. More information on the MxFE front-end reference design (including 

requesting a download of its PathWave System Design workspace) and the ADI Sys-Parameters Library 

is available on the Analog Devices website. 

2-24GHz RF Rx & Tx Front End for MxFE 

Sys-Parameter Models for Keysight's PathWave System Design and RF Synthesis 

 

For more information on Keysight PathWave System Design, visit: 

www.keysight.com/find/system-design 

 

MATLAB is a reg ist ered trademark of  The Mat hWorks, I nc.  

MxFE is a t rademark of  Ana log Dev ices, Inc.  

All f igures courtesy of  Analog Devices, Inc.  

 

“Our customers tell us that having a front-end design for MxFE ready-made for exploration and 

tuning to exact specifications can save a lot of time, six months, possibly a year, or even more.” 

Brad Hall, Senior Manager for Systems Integration Engineering, Analog Devices 
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